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Protein-enriched membrane domains with distinct biophysical properties have been thought as the
basic organizing units of cellular membrane. Using particle dynamics simulations, here we study
phase separation dynamics and domain formation in binary vesicles. Our simulations clearly show
the intimate coupling between domain compositions, lateral domain organization, and vesicle shape
transformation. Our simulation results provide insights into the essential role of membrane domains
in the coordinated remodeling of cellular membranes and in protein and lipid sorting. © 2011
American Institute of Physics. �doi:10.1063/1.3549176�

Much attention has been paid to the formation mecha-
nism of lipid rafts that arise from segregation of lipid
phases.1 Yet, the concept of membrane domains has recently
gone beyond the classical lipid rafts. It is now generally ac-
cepted that molecular interactions lead to segregation of
proteins and lipid components, forming small submicron
membrane domains of distinct compositions. The protein-
enriched membrane domains are thought to be the basic
organizing units of cell membranes and serve as platforms
for biomedical signaling,2,3 trafficking,4 and material
transport.5–7 On the microscale, the two-dimensional charac-
ter of cellular membranes allows bending into three-
dimensional shapes under physiological conditions, creating
diverse long-range membrane morphologies. Membrane do-
mains constituted of scaffolding proteins or transmembrane
proteins of specific shapes can locally modify membrane cur-
vatures, perturbing or even causing long-range remodeling of
membrane morphology.8–12 Reciprocally, the long-range
membrane morphology imposes an elastic field onto mem-
brane domains, modulating domain growth dynamics and
tempospatial domain organization.13–16 Despite extensive re-
search on the lipid rafts in the past decade, experiments re-
main rare in characterizing the coupling between the long-
range membrane morphogenesis and the short-range domain
compositional and spatial organization.17,18

In this letter, we elucidate the coordinated interplay be-
tween the shape transformation of a binary vesicle and the
phase separation and subsequent domain organization based
on a recently developed particle-based membrane model.19

Through simulations, we wish to provide insights into the
regulatory mechanisms of the size and spatial localization of
membrane domains, and shed lights on membrane domain
mediated protein and lipid sorting. The particle-based mem-
brane model features a soft-core interparticle potential with
the interaction energy well depth � weighed by the relative
orientations of the particle pair. The model is solvent-free,
where the hydrophobic interaction is reinstated through the
orientation-dependent interparticle potential. The model in-
troduced three model parameters, �, �, and �0, which inde-
pendently tune, respectively, the bending rigidity, diffusivity,
and spontaneous curvature of the simulated membrane. The
length and time scales of the particle-based model are on the

order of ��1.4 nm and ��0.1 �s, respectively, which rep-
resents a higher level of coarse-graining than the chain-of-
bead models.20–25 The particle-based model reproduces a
wide range of experimentally observed equilibrium configu-
rations of homogeneous vesicles and provides additional as-
pects regarding the dynamic morphological evolution of
vesicles.26

Here, we extend the particle-based model to study phase
separation dynamics in a binary vesicle. In the experiments,
the volume of fluid vesicles can be regulated by controlling
the osmotic pressure difference across the membrane, which
can be realized by tuning ion concentration in the solution.
On the other hand, temperature quenching initiates phase
separation.27 These two events may occur simultaneously or
sequentially with specified order. To induce the whole-
vesicle shape transformation, we control the volume of a
binary vesicle by adding a global external potential EV

= 1
2kV�V /V0−1�2, where V0 and kV are the desired volume

and the volume spring constant, respectively. The instanta-
neous volume V of the vesicle is calculated via a local trian-
gulation mechanism.26 Domain separation dynamics in a bi-
nary vesicle has been previously studied via a similar
method.28 However, global shape transformation was not
implemented; the properties of the simulated lipid membrane
are yet to be reported.29 We represent the binary vesicle as a
particle assembly with two different particle types, the pri-
mary particle type A and the secondary particle type B, dif-
ferentiated by assigning different model parameters. We as-
sign �AA=�BB=1.0� and �AB=0.7�. The different interaction
strengths give rise to the line tension of the two phases ��
=4.4	10−12 N, which falls in the range of the experimental
data.30 Considering the stiffening role of the proteins and the
lipid rafts,13,31 we set �AA=3.0, and �AB=�BB=6.0, corre-
sponding to bending rigidities of 25kBT and 53kBT, respec-
tively, with kBT being the thermal energy. We assume a zero
spontaneous curvature ��0=0°� for the primary phase, while
allow that of the secondary phase to vary. We set �=4, yield-
ing the diffusion constant D=0.06�2 /�. All the simulations
performed here are in the NVT ensemble, with a total of
11 054 particles and at kBT=0.2�.

Figure 1 shows the shape transformation pathways of
the binary vesicle with a low compositional ratio �B:A
=1:9�. The simulations start from a spherical vesicle with
randomly distributed phase particles. All the shapes area�Electronic mail: suz10@psu.edu.
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equilibrated configurations at specified reduced volume v
=V /Vsphere, where Vsphere is the volume of the spherical
vesicle. The shape transformation pathways indicated by
dashed �dotted� arrows are obtained at a high �low� volume
reduction rate, while those by solid arrows are independent
of the volume reduction rate. The shape transformation path-
ways do not deviate appreciably from those of homogeneous
vesicles.26 Two overall trends are observed. First, the re-
duced volume effectively modulates the vesicle overall mor-
phology, which appears to select the domain size �inversely
proportional to the number of the domains�. Second, the
formed domains are localized in regions that match their own
spontaneous curvatures to minimize the total membrane
bending energy. At zero spontaneous curvature, reducing the
vesicle volume first causes sphere-prolate-dumbbell transi-
tions and then leads to pathway branching. A low volume
reduction rate of 1.94	10−4�−1 drives dumbbell-to-tubule
transition, while a high volume reduction rate of 1.75
	10−3�−1 induces dumbbell-biconcave-inward budding tran-
sitions. The domains in this case tend to localize at relatively
flat regions. At a positive spontaneous curvature ��0=4.6°�,
the spherical vesicle is first transformed into the prolate
shape at v=0.8. Further decreasing v induces prolate-tubule
transition at the low volume reduction rate, but prolate-
starfish transition at the high volume reduction rate. The do-
mains in this case are localized at high-curvature regions
�two ends of the prolate shape and tubule, or rims of the
starfish shape�, forming protrusions. At a negative spontane-
ous curvature ��0=−2.3°�, the vesicle features sphere-
biconcave-inward budding transitions. The domains are lo-
calized at the concave regions of the biconcave shape. In the
budded configurations, the domains in the outer vesicle re-
main in the concave regions, while those in the inner vesicle
conform to the spherical shape.

At a high compositional ratio, the shape transformation
pathways of binary vesicles are appreciably different, as
shown in Fig. 2 �B:A=1:2�. However, the domain localiza-
tion mechanism remains the same. At zero spontaneous cur-
vature, the vesicle undergoes sphere-prolate-oblate-
biconcave-inward budding transitions. At a positive
spontaneous curvature ��0=4.6°�, phase separation forms a

shape with protrusions. Further reducing the volume causes
protrusion-to-starfish transition, where a cap buds off from
the mother vesicle. All the caps are now localized at the rim
of the starfish. Domains with a negative spontaneous curva-
ture ��0=−2.3°� tend to dimple inward, inducing high curva-
ture to the vesicle and forming a tetrahedron-like shape at
v=0.8. Further reducing the volume to v=0.7 causes inward
budding. Interestingly, the shape transformation pathways at
the high compositional ratio are independent of the volume
reduction rate. The volume reduction rate and the in-plane
diffusion of the membrane particles set two time scales and
play the roles of membrane stress generation and relaxation,
respectively.26 At the high volume reduction rate, membrane
stress induced by the volume reduction may not be fully
relaxed by particle diffusion in a short time, which alters the
shape transformation pathways. However, at high composi-
tional ratio, the line tension of the formed domains seems to
dominate the membrane stress, and thus the shape transfor-
mation is nearly independent of the volume reduction rate.

The formed domains interact with each other through
their elastic fields and are thus kinetically trapped due to the
significant energy barrier, against further coarsening.32,33 To
better understand the dynamic coupling between vesicle
shape transformation and domain growth, we next present
the dynamic evolution of the vesicles. The values for the
model parameters, �, �, and �, remain unchanged. The simu-
lations started from specific shapes instead of spherical
vesicles with the compositional ratio of 1:2. Throughout the
simulations, the vesicle remains at the specified reduced vol-
umes. Figures 3�a� and 3�b� depict the dynamic domain
growth and the shape transformation starting from a bicon-
cave vesicle. At zero spontaneous curvature �a�, randomly
distributed particles undergo phase separation and are coars-
ened into small domains, which further coalesce into bigger
domains. The small domains diffuse to the centers of the top
and bottom surfaces and finally merge into two large ones
with one on each side. The vesicle shape during domain
coarsening is hardly changed. In contrast, at a positive spon-
taneous curvature of the secondary phase ��0=2.3°�, domain
coarsening causes biconcave-starfish transition. In the end,
all the domains are localized at the rim of the starfish. Fig-
ures 3�c� and 3�d� depict the dynamic domain growth and
vesicle shape transformation starting from the tubule shape.

FIG. 1. �Color online� Shape transformation pathways of binary vesicles
with a low compositional ratio �B:A=1:9�. Three pathway branches corre-
spond to three different spontaneous curvatures: positive �upper�, zero
�middle�, and negative �lower�. Pathway bifurcations occur due to different
volume reduction rates imposed: slow �dotted arrow�, fast �dashed arrow�,
or independent of the volume reduction rate �solid arrow�. Only halves are
shown for some vesicles for better visual effects.

FIG. 2. �Color online� Shape transformation pathways of binary vesicles
with a high compositional ratio �B:A=1:2�. Three branches correspond to
three different spontaneous curvatures: positive �upper�, zero �middle�, and
negative �lower�. The volume change rate dependence is not observed.
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At zero spontaneous curvature of the secondary phase, phase
separation and domain interactions lead to tubule-inward
budding transition, while at a positive spontaneous curvature
��0=2.3°�, tubule-starfish transition occurs. Such drastic
shape transformations are clearly aided by the domain coars-
ening.

In summary, through systematic particle dynamics simu-
lations, we demonstrated the intimate coupling between the
compositional ratio, spatial domain organization, and vesicle
shape transformation. Our simulations showed that the over-
all vesicle shape may direct the spatial organization of the
membrane domains, which indicates a sorting mechanism of
membrane domains based on their material properties. Re-
ciprocally, membrane domains may lead to long-range re-
modeling of vesicles, an important step toward cellular trans-
port. We also showed that volume reduction rate affects the
shape transformation pathways only at relatively low com-
positional ratio. Our simulation results suggest the essential
role of membrane domains in protein and lipid sorting.
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